By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50. Boy to ABA DABA DOO p,4,1:49.1 ($541,037). Duneside Perch's oldest foals are three-year-olds in 2013 including ALIYAH MARIA (M) p,3,1:52.3, SILVER DEVIL p,3,1:52.3, FIVE STARS QUEEN (M) p,2,1:54, DUNESIDE MIKE (M) p,2,1:56.3, DUNESIDE KAY (M) p,2,1:56.3, etc. 2013 two-year-olds include 8 in 1:58.1 or faster including UNLOCKED p,2,1:53.3, R DUNESHINE p,2,1:55.4, BEACH BOY BRODY p,2,1:56, THE FISCAL CLIFF p,2,1:56.2, DUNESIDE MIKE p,2,1:57.3, APRIL MAY DUNE (M) p,2,1:58h, TOWER POWER p,2,1:57.3, etc.

1st Dam
LIVES TO DANCE by Life Sign p,3,1:50.3. Dam of 7 of racing age including a 2-year-old, 6 winners. Dam of:
- DISCO DRAGON p,2,1:56.3f ($341,019) by Dragon Again. 40 wins. At 2, third in PRESTIGE at Pocono Downs and The Meadowlands; race timed 1:53.3. At 3, second in NJ Green Acres; third in NJ Green Acres at Freehold. Racing.
- CASTLE DANCER p,3,1:55f; 1:54.1 (g, Nihilator) ($341,019) by Dragon Again. 24 wins. At 2, second in NJ Sires Series and leg Tioga Downs Series; second in leg Tioga Downs Series.
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